
 

 

October Crude Oil Price Update 

Crude oil prices have struggled in October, although recent weeks have plateaued on optimism around a 
trade deal. Physical fundamentals continue to present a mixed bag, especially when considering refined 
products. Visible crude oil stocks in the OECD and floating in VLCCs have stabilized after increasing 
earlier this year. Global refining runs have been quite strong, and are expected to stay elevated through 
the end of the year. The majority of growth in runs has been East of Suez but Atlantic Basin runs also 
appear to have increased year-on-year in the third quarter. Technical indicators, especially those tracking 
momentum, don’t appear to be signaling a shift in direction, indicating that range bound activity could 
continue.  

Current Price Outlook versus Actual 
 

 
After a mid-cycle revision, prices are trending fairly close to our expectations. Prices were revised down 
and flattened significantly to reflect pervasive negative sentiment in markets. While Stratas Advisors 
continues to believe a trade deal will be struck in 2020, until the deal is agreed to prices will not reflect 
such hopes. Thus, a flatter price path is the more realistic outcome given the current situation. If a trade 
deal is struck, prices could see a lift but the overall path is likely to remain fairly flat. This is because the 
economic damage has already been done, and even signing a trade deal will not immediately reverse the 
slowdown in economic growth. Recent days have shown flickers of strength, but nothing that would 
presage a sudden bull-run. The average price of Brent so far this month ($58.92/bbl) came in $0.34/bbl 
below our forecast ($59.26/bbl). 

What We’re Watching 
 
Several large developments are affecting prices and differentials and will remain front-of-mind. 



 

 
Making Progress on Trade Disputes: Trade negotiations between the United States and China 
resumed in October and appear to be progressing. Although a formal deal is far from certain, President 
Trump did agree to halt some planned increases. Although headlines about progress will inevitably give 
prices a bump up, substantive improvement won’t occur until a formal agreement is drafted and seems 
likely to be approved.  
 
OPEC Might Take Action: OPEC has already begun efforts to “talk up” markets and these will continue 
through December. OPEC is reportedly mulling deeper production cuts or an extension to current cuts; 
both options could be discussed at the upcoming OPEC meeting. However, sources in the news have 
also been sure to point out that several countries are not yet in compliance with the supply deal, a clear 
effort to increase pressure on those governments. We expect that ongoing public discussion could help 
prices, but even a decision to extend the current supply agreement is unlikely to provide long-term 
support. Concerns have been focused on demand for much of the year, giving supply adjustments less 
of an impact. 
 
Dichotomy Between US and Global Markets: The dichotomy between US and global markets will 
continue, and could impact crude and product prices. Economic data remains mixed, although a 
slowdown does appear inevitable. However, the timing and extent will certainly vary by region. In the 
United States, consumer data is still fairly strong although industrial and manufacturing indicators have 
struggled for some time. Asian consumer-level economic indicators are showing more weakness. 
Demand has remained robust throughout the year and supply growth has not exceeded expectations in 
the United States, however there is a growing product overhang in East Asia. Given the interconnected 
nature of global markets there are limits to the separation in prices that can appear, but we do expect 
continued pockets of strength to appear even in the midst of a broader malaise.  
 

Oil Inventories 
 

 
OECD oil inventories have been following seasonal patterns, even slipping below the five-year average 
for much of the summer. After stocks in OECD Americas fell sharply, Europe remains the only region 
showing a significant overhang in crude oil stocks. VLCC floating storage levels have also fallen, with Iran 
still playing a minimal role in global levels. 
 

State of the Forecast 
 
The next iteration of our quarterly price update in December will see forecasts held steady barring an 
official trade agreement or announcement from OPEC. If a trade agreement were to fully materialize this 
would obviously be very bullish for prices and could see recent downward revisions erased. If OPEC 
announces an extension to the current supply agreement, prices will react favorably but the bulk of gains 
will likely be short-lived, as demand remains a bigger risk factor than supply.  


